
Charlotte Bell - oboe
Kurt Bestor - piano
Hal Cannon - harmony vocal
Harold Carr - acoustic and electric bass
Mark Chaney - drums 
Mandy Danzig - mandolin, acoustic guitar
RRobert Dow - acoustic bass
Carla Eskelsen - harmony vocal
Mark Hazel - harmony vocal
Stephen Keen - accordion
Steve Lutz - dobro
Scott MacLeod - acoustic guitar
Mary Otterstrom - fiddle

Nino Reyos - Native American flute and drum
Dan Salini - pedal steel guitar
Dylan Schorer - electric guitar

Bob Smith - drums
Anke Summerhill - harmony vocal

Emmanuel Tellier - piano
Alicia Alicia Wrigley - acoustic and electric bass
The Americans band Triggers and Slips:

Morgan Snow - acoustic guitar and harmony vocal
Nathan Simpson - acoustic bass

Greg Midgley - piano
Eric Stoye - drums

This project was made possible by the generosity and attention of many individuals and organizations. Special thanks go to The Entrada 
Institute, Ken Sanders Rare Books, Colorado River and Trails Expeditions, Utah Pioneer Heritage Arts, Utah Humanities, the Utah Division of 

Arts and Museums, the Intermountain Acoustic Music Association, and Highway 89 Media.

Kate was awarded Best of the West by the 
Far-West division of the Folk Alliance International 

If you are in need of a sound that fills you up like food for the soul, 
then look no further. Kate MacLeod has you covered.   MusicMecca.org

All songs and isntrumental pieces Copyright and Publishing, Kate MacLeod, Courier Music ASCAP,
except for A Fire I Can Borrow From and Every Year Among the Pines that are courtesy of Utah Pioneer Heritage Arts. 

The state of Utah became my home in 
1979, and since then it has been 
inspiring my music compositions. 

FFrom landscape-themed instrumentals, 
to a journal entry of a pioneer woman, 
to the complicated issues of uranium 

mining, this project represents 
decades of note taking and musical 
musings. The earliest song included 
here dates back to the mid 1980s, 
with the lawith the latest written in 2021. 

Welcome to the Uranium Maiden recordings, music inspired by 
the region of Utah, created for everyone.

It’s been said “the universal human experience is in the details of the specific.” In light of this concept, I hope this body 
of music will reach the hearts of people far beyond the borders of Utah. In these stories and melodies one may find our 
commonalities and shared human experience. I’ve strived to capture some of the spirit of the American West, the majesty 

of the landscape, and our commitment to community. This recording took six years to complete.
Kate MacLeod performs on all tracks as lead vocalist, and on the following instruments: 

violin/fiddle, acoustic guitar, electric hollowbody guitar, harmonica, and mountain dulcimer. 

GUEST MUSICIANS ON THIS RECORDING INCLUDE

Visit www.katemacleod.com/uraniummaiden
for song lyrics and notes about this project.


